The transmission and collection of satellite data will directly affect the success or failure of the subsequent satellite products. So the data transmission, the stability and efficiency of the collection, has been highly valued. This paper presents a distributed data transmission architecture, through the data transmission, and the establishment of monitoring module to monitor the data transmission process. On this basis, this paper also expands the system's scalability, fault tolerance and reliability.
Introduction
Data transmission, aggregation is a very important part in satellite data processing system. The transmission and collection of satellite data will directly affect the success or failure of the subsequent satellite products. So the data transmission, the stability and efficiency of the collection, has been highly valued. There have been some research results on distributed data transmission. In paper [1] , authors address only the latter concern. At first they assume that each sensor is tasked to communicate exactly one of its observations to a Fusion Center (FC) for a global estimate, and they work in one dimension. Via order statistics they show that, surprisingly, the nearest neighbor (NN) is not always the most appropriate measurement to share. They also expand our bandwidth to allow for transmission of multiple measurements, for example the nearest and third-nearest: it turns out that a singlemeasurement transmission is more bandwidth efficient than multiple. Paper [2] proposed a multimedia data transmission method, Multitrack, that achieves high-speed and efficient data transmission between multiple mobile hosts and the internet. Users of the hosts in a cluster can see a high quality streaming video by sharing the received multimedia data cooperatively with the other hosts. In Multitrack, it is important to disperse traffic according to the quality of multiple links in order to offer a stable multimedia data transmission. They also proposed an effective traffic dispersion method for this environment, and evaluate this method and other basic methods by simulations. To overcome the problems from past research, paper [3] proposed a data recovery model based on the parallel transmission strategy, Poisson distribution theory, and the mechanism of a data exchange center. The model introduced the non-linear speed and function, cancelling the constraints and assumption for parallel transmission speed of a physical network. The paper theoretically analyzed the influence of all parameters on the performance of the data recovery model. In paper [4] , the authors therefore use local measurements of the instantaneous channel conditions to select the best relay pair from a set of N available relays, which both come from the same cluster or different clusters, and then use these best relays for cooperation between the source and the destination. The authors also show that the best relay pair selection scheme has robustness against feedback error and outperforms a scheme based on selecting only the best single relay. In paper [5] , a waveform relaxation algorithm is presented for efficient transient analysis of large transmission-line networks. The proposed methodology represents lossy transmission lines as a cascade of lumped circuit elements alternating with lossless line segments, where the lossless line segments are modeled using the method of characteristics. Partitioning the transmission lines at the natural interfaces provided by the method of characteristics allows the resulting subcircuits to be weakly coupled by construction. The subcircuits are solved independently using a proposed hybrid iterative technique that combines the advantages of both traditional Gauss-Seidel and Gauss-Jacobi algorithms. The weight combination of the neighboring nodes play a crucial role in adaptation and tracking ability of the network. The paper [6] investigates for general adaptive diffusion algorithm, in presence of various sources of imperfect information exchange, then moves on to investigate for BLMS diffusion method, which plays a crucial role in reducing the burden of communication by a factor of block length. Paper [7] proposed a versatile and high-fidelity multi vital signs compression method using adaptive Fourier decomposition to decompose signal beat into weighted orthogonal components. An intelligent signal type detection and automatic parameter adjustment scheme is designed and implemented, thus compress different bio-signals with compression ratio (CR) > 5.6 and normalized percentage relative difference (PRDN) < 7.3%. In paper [8] , authors introduce a computation model called distributed two-phase model, in which the process of a task can be divided into two independent phases: data transmission and data computation. Suppose an upper bound of relative computation time is given, they show how to schedule data transmission with minimum resources, such as data transmission time and occupied bandwidth, to meet the demand. And they proposed a novel algorithm to minimize data transmission time and network bandwidth usage in the data transmission phase, with the conditions that an upper bound of relative computation time of data computation phase is given. Moreover, the number of nodes that participate in data computation phase is also reduced, in this way, the computational resources are saved. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. This is followed by our proposed distributed transmission system in section II. Streaming data processing is explained in section III. The paper concludes with the ending remarks in section IV.
Distributed transmission system
The main steps of distributed data transmission are data acquisition and transmission, and real-time monitoring of its main indicators. The main business process is shown in Figure 1 . 
System operating mode
Uninterrupted scan monitoring directory, the directory to be transferred to the file to be split into bytes stream for transmission at the receiving end of the file stream will be aggregated into a file block, after the file block will be aggregated into a complete file, in this process will be transmitted bytes Stream, file block, the number of files and other information statistics passed to the monitoring page by the report display. The process is shown in Figure 2 . 
Normal data transmission mode
The system scans the folder to fetch the file to be transferred, splits it into a node that flows to the cluster, aggregates the byte stream into the file block at the target node, and finally aggregates the file block into a complete file. After the file has passed the integrity check End of transmission. The process is shown in Figure 3 . 
Data transmission mode under device failure
When the data is being transferred to the task node encountered an unexpected failure caused by downtime, the master node will try to restore the transmission process, if not, the master process will switch the transmission node, the fault node of the transmission task to switch to other nodes to retransfer the file. The process is shown in Figure 4 . 
Streaming data processing
The streaming framework has a simple and easy-to-use API. When programming with a streaming framework, the user can use the corresponding API to manipulate and transform the tuple's stream. A tuple is a list of named values. A tuple can contain any type of object, and if you want to use a type that the streaming framework does not know, you can register the type by serializing it and then applying it in the program. The streaming framework has only three abstract types: the stream sender, the stream sender, and the topology. The stream sender is the source of the calculated stream. Usually the streaming sender in the system reads from the message queues such as Kestrel, RabbitMQ and Kafka, but the stream sender can also generate its own stream or read from somewhere in the Twitter stream API. The streaming sender implements most of the existing queue systems. The stream sender processes any number of input streams and generates any number of new output streams. Most of the logic to enter the flow of the sender, such as function, filtering, flow connection and database interaction. Topology is a network consisting of a number of streamers and streams. Each edge on the network represents a stream of data sent by a streaming sender, which includes data streams from the streaming sender or from the streaming sender. A Topology is actually an arbitrary multilevel flow calculation process. When Topology is deployed on the server, it will run until the user disables the corresponding process. The streaming framework has a "local mode" where the user can simulate a streaming framework cluster in the process and then perform development work on a similar physical cluster. This model is useful for development and testing. When the user is ready to submit Topology on a real cluster, you can use the Streaming Framework command line to easily run a Topology from the client to run on the cluster.
System scalability
The Topology of the streaming framework is computed in parallel and runs on a cluster host. You can adjust their parallel extensions individually for different parts of Topology. Streaming Frames The command line client's rebalance command can adjust the topology running in parallel.
The parallelism of the streaming framework means that it can handle high-throughput messages at low latency. According to the profile of the streaming website, a node in the streaming framework (Intel E5645@2.4Ghz CPU, 24 GB of memory) can handle 1 million 100-byte messages in 1 second.
System fault tolerance
The streaming frame is fault tolerant. When Worker is dead, the streaming framework automatically restarts them. If a node dies, the Worker will restart on another node. Streaming the framework of the daemon Nimbus and Supervisor are designed to be stateless and fast fail, so if they die, they will reboot, just like nothing has happened. This means that you can use the kill -9 command to force the kill frame to protect the daemon without affecting the health of the cluster or Topology.
System reliability
Like a butterfly effect, a tuple from the streaming sender can trigger thousands of tuples based on what it creates. This topology reads sentences from a Kestrel queue, divides sentences into words, and then counts each word before emit. A tuple from the stream sender triggers a lot of tuples based on it: one is the tuple for each word in the sentence, and one is the tuple for each word update count. As shown in Figure 5 , for the sentence of the cow jumped over the moon tuple tree. When the tree is created and every message in the tree has been processed, the streaming framework considers the tuple from the stream sender to be "" completely processed. " When a tuple message tree can not be completely processed within the specified timeout range, the tuple is considered to be failing. The default value for timeout is 30 seconds. For a specific topology, you can use Config.TOPOLOGY_ MESSAGE_TIMEOUT_SECS to configure the changes.
Conclusion
In this paper, satellite data transmission, collection of research. The transmission and collection of satellite data will directly affect the success or failure of the subsequent satellite products. So the data transmission, the stability and efficiency of the collection, has been highly valued. This paper presents a distributed data transmission architecture, through the data transmission, and the establishment of monitoring module to monitor the data transmission process. On this basis, this paper also expands the system's scalability, fault tolerance and reliability.
